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Abstract
The estimation of evolutionary history is a major intellectual project in biology,
and yet is one of the hardest problems for a variety of mathematical, statistical,
computational, and scientific reasons. In this paper we survey the issues and some
of the new developments in the area, and outline the major research problems which
still remain.
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Introduction

Inferring phylogenetic (i.e. evolutionary) trees is a fundamental problem in biology with
important applications in biomedical sciences, such as drug design, and protein structure
and function prediction. Optimization problems related to evolutionary tree reconstruction are usually NP-hard or conjectured to be NP-hard, so that in practice heuristics
are used to reconstruct trees from data sets of more than about 20 taxa (see [34] for
an introduction to NP-hardness, and its consequences for algorithm design). Thus, for
example, despite years of analysis, we still do not know whether we have found the “most
parsimonious tree” for the African Eve data [104, 103]. Indeed, it seems that the problem of solving these optimization problems on large divergent data sets may elude our
grasp. However, in the last five to ten years there has been increased interest in the
optimization problems associated with phylogenetic reconstruction, and there have been
new algorithms for evolutionary tree reconstruction developed as a result. Some of these
may be useful for solving these hard phylogenetic analysis problems.
The scientific objective of the physical science of phylogenetic studies is not to solve a
given optimization problem, but rather to recover the order of speciation or gene duplication events represented by the topology of the true evolutionary tree. (Locating the root
of the evolutionary tree is a scientifically difficult task, so that a method is considered to
have been successful if it recovers the topology of the unrooted tree.) This means that
good or poor performance with respect to optimization problems is only important to the
degree that it guarantees good or poor performance with respect to topology estimation.
Consequently, experimental and analytical studies within systematic biology study the
accuracy of the topology estimation of different methods, rather than the accuracy of
methods with respect to associated optimization problems.
In this paper we outline some of the new results in the area, and describe the particular
issues that confront algorithms designers when working in phylogenetic reconstruction.

1.1

Trees, data, and methods

An evolutionary tree (also called a phylogenetic tree) models the evolution of a set of
taxa (species, biomolecular sequences, languages, etc) from a common origin. Thus, an
evolutionary tree is rooted at the most recent common ancestor of the taxa, and the
internal nodes of the tree are each labelled by a hypothesized or known ancestor. The
common practice today is to use biomolecular sequences as representatives of the species
set, so that the leaves of the tree are labelled by biomolecular (DNA, RNA, or amino
acid) sequences. Morphological features are also used to assist in the reconstruction
of phylogenetic trees. Both morphological features and aligned biomolecular sequences
define qualitative characters, which means that they induce a partition of the species set
into distinct character states. Thus, for example, the morphological feature vertebrateinvertebrate defines a binary (two-state) character. When using biomolecular sequences,
each site (i.e. position) within the multiple alignment defines a character, so that the
sequences having the same nucleotide (or amino-acid) at that site exhibit the same state
of that character.
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Thus, any given set of species set S can be represented by the values each species in
S attains for each of the characters in a set C of characters; hence, we can represent the
input to a phylogenetic reconstruction problem by a |S| × |C| matrix such that the ij th
entry is the state of the ith species for the j th character. A phylogenetic tree T is a tree
whose leaves are labelled by the species in the set, and are numbered by 1, 2, . . . , n. The
objective then of a phylogenetic reconstruction algorithm is to find a tree which best fits
the data.
Our discussion of tree reconstruction is not concerned with the location of the root
of the tree, because the location of the root is difficult to achieve with any degree of
accuracy. However, rooted trees are reconstructed by systematic biologists, and the
technique generally employed is to use an outgroup, which is a taxon which is clearly less
related to the rest of the group than any two members in the group are to each other.
Once the best unrooted tree containing the outgroup is constructed, the unrooted tree
can be “rooted” on the edge separating the outgroup from the rest of the taxa. The
problem with using “outgroups” is that what appears to be an outgroup may not in
fact be an outgroup (if all “outgroup?” decisions were easy, then trees would be easy to
construct using methods in [58]), and that if the taxon is definitely an outgroup, it may
be difficult to locate the edge to which it should attach. In either case, obtaining accurate
rooted versions of trees just increases the probability of error, since it adds another aspect
of the tree which can be incorrectly analyzed.
Consequently, our objective in tree reconstruction is to obtain an accurate recovery
of the topology of the unrooted tree, and this is in general accomplished through the
use of related optimization criteria. Some criteria are based upon the sequence data,
while others are based upon distances computed between sequences in the data, but
unfortunately almost all of the resultant optimization problems have been shown to be
NP-hard (and some even NP-hard to solve approximately!) [23, 65, 93]. Of the various
sequence-based criteria used to evaluate trees, parsimony, compatibility and maximum
likelihood are the most popular. Parsimony and compatibility are both NP-hard problems, so that “solutions” are generally obtained using heuristics (mostly hill-climbing),
although exact algorithms based upon branch-and-bound approaches are used for small
enough data sets (generally speaking of up to about 17 taxa). Solutions for the “maximum likelihood” tree are obtained through similar hill-climbing searches, but evaluating
each fixed leaf-labelled topology is more computationally expensive (not even known to
be solvable in polynomial time, for example). Consequently, maximum likelihood has
not been used as frequently as parsimony for tree reconstruction.
A special case of the tree reconstruction problem exists called the “perfect phylogeny”
problem, which has a surprisingly nice graph-theoretic equivalent. Although the perfect
phylogeny problem is also NP-hard, every fixed parameter version of the problem can be
solved in polynomial time. We present these algorithms in Section 3.
Distance-based approaches are also popular, and have a solid statistical foundation.
While optimization-based approaches are desirable, almost all optimization problems
relevant to distance-based reconstruction are again NP-hard (see [93, 65, 23]). For this
reason, heuristic approaches, typically based upon “agglomerative clustering” are used
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to reconstruct trees. Some of these heuristic methods (notably neighbor-joining) are very
popular, and have been shown experimentally to have good performance on small data
sets [95]. In recent years, there have been advances in obtaining approximation algorithms
with guaranteed performance for distance-based optimization problems. These advances
and their performance with respect to topology estimation are discussed in Section 4.

1.2

Models of evolution and model-based inference

Many models have been proposed to describe the evolution of biomolecular sequences.
Such models depend on the underlying phylogenetic tree and some randomness. Many
models assume that the sites are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.). In the
most general stochastic model that we study the sequence sites evolve i.i.d. according to
the general Markov model from the root [50]. Since the i.i.d. condition is assumed, it is
enough to consider the evolution of a single site in the sequences. Substitutions (point
mutations) at a site are generally modeled by a probability distribution π on a set of
r > 1 character states at the root ρ of the tree (an arbitrary vertex or a subdividing
point on an edge), and each edge e has an associated r × r doubly stochastic transition
matrix M (e).
The Cavender-Felsenstein model [18, 19, 20] (also called the Cavender-Farris
model, and henceforth referred to as the “CF model”) is the simplest possible Markov
model of evolution. Let {0, 1} denote the two states. The root is a fixed leaf and the
distribution π at the root is uniform. For each edge e of a tree T we have an associated
mutation probability that lies strictly between 0 and 0.5. Let p : E(T ) → (0, 0.5) denote the associated map. Each site evolves down the tree identically and independently
according to a Markov process, so that p(e) denotes the probability that the character
state in site i changes at the endpoints of the edge e.
Thus, the CF model is an instance of the general Markov model with


M (e) =
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pe

pe
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We now describe a nice formula which is useful for understanding the performance of
methods with respect to topology estimation. Given a leaf-labelled tree T and a subset S
of the leaves, we denote the subtree of T induced by this set S by T|S . If we suppress all
nodes of degree two in T|S (by contracting edges incident with such nodes) we obtain the
tree we denote by T|S∗ . Given T|S∗ , we can define mutation probabilities on the edges of T|S∗
so that the probability distribution on the patterns on S is the same as the marginal of the
distribution on patterns provided by the original tree T . The mutation probability that
we assign to an edge of T|S∗ is just the probability p that the endpoints of the associated
path in the original tree T are in different states, and p is nicely related to the mutation
probabilities p1 , p2 , ..., pk of edges of the path of the original tree:
k
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Formula (1) is well-known and easy to prove by induction.
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1.3

Encodings of Trees

Although trees can be represented in many ways, there is a particular representation
which is used for various purposes (evolutionary tree reconstruction methods, consensus problems, and performance evaluation) called the character encoding which we now
describe.
Given a tree T which is leaf-labelled by 1, 2, . . . , n, each edge e in the tree defines
a bipartition πe of the leaves of the tree in the natural way, where i and j are in the
part of the bipartition if i and j are in the same component of T − e. It is not hard to
see that the set C(T ) = {πe : e ∈ E(T )} defines the tree T and that in fact T can be
reconstructed from C(T ) in polynomial time. C(T ) is called the character encoding of
T, or the set of splits of T.

1.4

Consistency, Power, and Robustness

The objective in phylogenetic reconstruction is to obtain an accurate estimate of the
topology of the evolutionary tree which generated the observed sequences. We measure
the performance of a phylogeny estimation method in terms of the bipartitions in the tree
reconstructed by the method as compared to the bipartitions present in the true model
tree; in other words, we compare C(T ) to C(T ∗ ), where T is the model tree and T ∗ is
the reconstruction obtained by the method.
When C(T ) = C(T ∗ ) then the method obtains exactly the correct topology, while if
C(T ) 6= C(T ∗ ), then the method has erred in some way. There are two types of errors
that a method can make. Bipartitions in C(T ∗ ) − C(T ) are inferred by the method but
are not present in the model tree. These are the false positives, and are called Type
1 errors. Bipartitions in C(T ) − C(T ∗ ) are bipartitions that the method estimates as
missing from the model tree but in fact are not missing; these are false negatives, and
are also referred to as Type 2 errors.
Typically evolutionary trees are assumed to be binary, since speciation events are
almost always bifurcations, and hence produce binary trees. In such cases, a method
obtains an entirely accurate reconstruction of the topology if it does not fail to reconstruct
any of the edges in the model tree; i.e. if it has no Type 2 errors. By contrast, a method
can have no Type 1 errors and yet be completely uninformative (i.e. it may return a
star-topology).
For this reason, it is reasonable to study the Type 2 errors that a method makes as
a measure of its inaccuracy. Alternatively, we may consider the sum of the two errors
(Type 1 + Type 2) as the measure of inaccuracy. The second way of measuring the error
rate is the most typical approach used in phylogenetic studies.
Given a measure of inaccuracy (either Type 2 errors, or the sum of Type 1 and Type
2), we may study the conditions under which a method will be entirely accurate, and we
may also study the rate at which the inaccuracy goes to 0. These issues are discussed in
the phylogenetic literature under several names, of which the three most popular criteria
are: consistency, convergence rate, and robustness. We will describe the usage
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of these terms as they are used in the systematic biology community, although to some
extent each such usage is an abuse of the terminology.
A method is said to be a consistent method for inferring trees under a given model of
evolution if for all trees in that model and for all bounds B on the error, the probability
that the method has more than B errors on a random set of sequences of length k goes
to 0 as k goes to infinity. Equivalently, the probability that the method makes any errors
at all goes to 0, so that the method converges to the correct topology with probability 1.
We note that this definition says nothing about the rate at which the method converges,
so that a method may be consistent but it may require sequence lengths that exceed the
size of genomes to give an accurate estimate of the topology. (Some consistent methods
may even give very poor estimates of the topology on very long sequences!) Therefore,
the study of the convergence rate (the rate at which the number of errors approaches
0, as a function of the sequence length) is also significant. Robustness is concerned
with the issue of whether a method can recover the topology of the model tree when the
assumptions of the model are violated.
It is very important to note that all these concepts (consistency, convergence rate, and
robustness) are defined with respect to a particular model. Thus, some methods will be
consistent estimators for one model but not for another, and the key question is whether
the conditions under which a method is guaranteed to be consistent are biologically
realistic or not. Unfortunately, for the most part we have only negative results with
respect to robustness (see [97, 60] for conditions under which methods can be robust to
relaxing the iid assumption).

2
2.1

Character Based Reconstruction
Parsimony

Parsimony is one of the most popular methods for phylogenetic tree inference, and yet it
is a method whose applicability to phylogeny reconstruction is seriously and sometimes
violently disputed in the systematic biology literature. In order to define the parsimony
method, we begin with the following definitions.
Definition 1 The Hamming distance between two sequences x and y of the same
length is |{i : xi 6= yi }| and is denoted H(x, y). The parsimony length of a tree in which
each node v is labelled by a sequence sv of length k over Σ is the sum of the Hamming
P
distances of sequences labelling endpoints of edges in the tree, i.e. (a,b)∈E H(a, b). Given
a set S of sequences, a most parsimonious tree for S is a tree leaf-labelled by S
and assigned labels for the internal nodes, of minimum parsimony length. Thus, the
parsimony criterion is to find a tree of minimum length.
The motivation for the parsimony criterion is the observation that if evolution is
assumed to operate only through point mutations (for example, substitutions of one
nucleotide for another) then the parsimony length of a tree is the minimum possible
6

number of evolutionary events needed to obtain the set of sequences observed at the
leaves through point mutations.
Given an arbitrary set of sequences, the parsimony problem is to find a tree of minimum parsimony cost (i.e. a “most parsimonious tree”). Unfortunately, this is an NP-hard
problem, even when the sequences are binary (i.e. the alphabet size is two) [75, 33, 81].
One approach that has been taken to obtaining good (hopefully optimal) trees with respect to parsimony is to examine as many different leaf-labelled topologies as possible,
evaluating each one in turn for its best possible labelling of the internal nodes, and selecting the best of all the considered trees. Given a fixed leaf-labelled tree, computing
the parsimony length can be achieved in polynomial time [108, 107], and this approach is
the basis of the heuristics used in practice. In practice, parsimony can be solved exactly
for up to about 17 sequences.
Approximating Parsimony Although parsimony is NP-hard, it can be 2approximated in polynomial time in a very simple way. This is a well-known result
in the community.
Given the set S of species defined as vectors in Σk , define the weighted complete
graph G(S) whose node set is bijectively labelled by the species in S, and where w(i, j)
is the Hamming distance between the ith and j th sequences.
Theorem 1 Let T be a minimum spanning tree on G(S). Then the parsimony length of
T is at most twice that of the most parsimonious tree.
Proof: Consider a most parsimonious tree, T ∗ , and consider the result of doubling the
tree T ∗ to create an edge-weighted graph G in which every edge in T ∗ appears twice.
This is an Eulerian graph since every node has even degree, and consequently G has an
Eulerian tour, γ. Create from γ a smaller tour, γ 0 , which contains only the nodes of G(S)
ordered in the way in which they appear in γ. Let the weight of the tour γ be denoted
by w(γ), and define it to be the sum of the weights of the edges in γ. Similarly define
w(γ 0 ). It is easy to see the following:
w(γ) = w(G) = 2w(T ∗ )
since G is Eulerian, and that
w(γ 0 ) ≤ w(γ)
since Hamming distances satisfy the triangle inequality. Now note that if we delete any
single edge from γ 0 we create a path P such that
w(P ) < w(γ 0 ).
Hence the most parsimonious tree whose topology is a path on the input sequences is
guaranteed to have a parsimony length which is at most twice that of the most parsimonious tree. Now consider T , a minimum spanning tree for the graph G(S). Since P is
also a spanning tree, it follows that
w(T ) ≤ w(P ) < w(γ 0 ) ≤ w(γ) = 2 ∗ w(T ∗ ).
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The main contribution of this result is an upper bound on the parsimony length of the
most parsimonious tree for a given input. Using this method to try to infer something
about the structure of the most parsimonious tree seems doubtful, since the proof itself
shows that a ratio of 2 is achievable on a path, and the order of the nodes in the path is
probably not particularly useful for inferring the topology of the most parsimonious tree.

2.2

Compatibility

For some types of data, such as morphological features, there are very specific constraints
that are implied by the data that are not adequately described by either parsimony
or maximum likelihood. For example, the qualitative character vertebrate-invertebrate
imposes a very precise constraint on the topology of the evolutionary tree, and that is
that there should be an edge in the tree whose removal separates the vertebrates from
the invertebrates. We generalize this property as follows:
Definition 2 A character c defined on S is compatible (also called convex) on an
evolutionary tree T for S if it is possible to label all the nodes of T so that for every state
i of c, the nodes labelled i in T define a subtree of T (i.e. are connected).
There is a natural optimization problem associated to this property, which is the maximum compatibility problem, defined as follows.
Definition 3 Given a set S of species defined by a set C of characters, the maximum
compatibility problem seeks a tree T on which a maximum number of characters in C
are compatible.
In the context we address, the species are typically defined by sequences of the same
length, so that the character set C is simply the set of sites in the sequences. Unfortunately, the maximum compatibility problem is, in fact, equivalent to Maximum Independent Set problem, even for binary characters. Hence it is NP-hard even to approximate.
See [22, 106] for these and related results.

2.3

Maximum Likelihood estimation

Given a model of evolution (for example, the Cavender-Felsenstein (CF) model [18, 19,
20], the general Markov model [50], or some other such model), the problem of finding the
model tree which is most likely to have generated the observed sequences is the maximum
likelihood estimation problem. Finding the maximum likelihood tree is very computationally expensive, however, even for the simplest models of evolution. For example, in
the CF model of evolution, every edge is associated with a mutation probability. Given a
leaf-labelled tree, maximizing the likelihood score of that tree requires finding the mutation probabilities on the edges that maximize the probability of observing the sequences
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at the leaves. The leaf-labelled tree for which the optimal assignment of mutation probabilities results in a maximum probability of observing the sequences at the leaves is
the maximum likelihood tree. In practice, computing the optimal mutation probabilities per edge in a fixed leaf-labelled tree is much more computationally expensive than
computing the optimal assignment of sequences to the internal nodes (as is required for
computing the parsimony score of a fixed tree), so that finding the maximum likelihood
tree is generally speaking more difficult than finding the most parsimonious tree.

3

Perfect Phylogeny

Related to both the maximum compatibility and maximum parsimony problems is the
perfect phylogeny problem, as follows:
Definition 4 A tree on which all the characters are compatible is called a perfect phylogeny. Given a set S of species defined by a set C of characters, the perfect phylogeny
problem (also called the character compatibility problem) asks if there is a tree T on
which all the characters in C are compatible.
Note that the convexity property is independent of rooting for the tree, and that there
is no information about distances in the tree, whether measured in time or in evolutionary
change.

3.1

History of the perfect phylogeny problem

A phylogeny which has no back mutations and exhibits no parallel evolution has the
property that every character is compatible; i.e. it is a perfect phylogeny. It must
be evident that such phylogenies are unlikely when analyzing biomolecular sequences,
especially when the sequences are DNA or RNA sequences. However, when working with
morphological features, such as presence or absence of a backbone, the problem makes
much more sense.
This objective was championed by LeQuesne in a series of papers [84, 85, 86, 87] and
later given its firm mathematical foundation in the literature by a series of papers (see
for example [26, 27, 56, 24]). The computational complexity of the problem remained
open for many years (though it was assumed to be NP-hard, since it is closely related to
other NP-hard problems, maximum parsimony and maximum compatibility). This was
finally proved independently in 1991 by Steel [91] and Bodlaender, Fellows and Warnow
[71].
Until 1990, the only progress on algorithms for the character compatibility problem
was to show that binary character compatibility [88] and compatibility of two characters
at a time [77, 79] could be solved in polynomial time. An important theoretical breakthrough came in 1974, when Buneman proved a beautiful result [73] showing that the
problem reduced in polynomial time to the graph-theoretic Triangulating Colored Graphs
Problem (TCG).
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3.2

The triangulating colored graphs problem

We begin by defining some basic graph-theoretic terminology.
Definition 5 A graph G = (V, E) consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E, where
each edge is an unordered pair of distinct vertices. A map f : V → Z is said to be
a vertex-coloring and if the vertex-coloring satisfies f (v) 6= f (w) for all vertices v, w
such that (v, w) ∈ E, then the vertex-coloring is said to be proper. A path in the graph
is a sequence of vertices v1 , v2 , . . . , vr where (vi , vi+1 ) ∈ E for i = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1, and a
cycle is a path with v1 = vr (i.e. it begins and ends in the same place). A graph is said to
be acyclic if it has no cycles. A chord in a cycle is an edge which joins vertices which
are not consecutive in the ordering given by the cycle. A graph G is said to be chordal
or triangulated if every cycle of size at least four contains a chord. Such graphs are
also called rigid circuit graphs.
The Triangulating Colored Graphs Problem is as follows
Triangulating Colored Graphs Problem:
Input: A graph G = (V, E), and a vertex-coloring c : V → Z.
Question: Does there exist a graph G0 = (V, E 0 ) with E ⊂ E 0 such that
• G0 is chordal, and
• G0 is properly colored by c?
In other words, is it possible to add edges between vertices in G, never adding an edge
between vertices which have the same color, so that the resultant graph is triangulated?
If this is possible, the resultant graph is called a c-triangulation of G, and G is said to
be c-triangulated.
We now describe the relationship between the perfect phylogeny problem and the
triangulating colored graphs problem.
Suppose S is a set of species defined by the set C of characters, and suppose that a
perfect phylogeny T exists for I = (S, C). We define a graph GT based upon the perfect
phylogeny GT as follows. The nodes of GT are the states of the characters in C, so that
αi is a node if α ∈ C and i is a state of α. The edges of GT are those (αi , βj ) for which
∃v ∈ V (T ) such that α(v) = i and β(v) = j. Thus, we can color the vertices of GT with
|C| colors, by assigning color α to the nodes labelled αi . Clearly, GT contains no edge of
the form (αi , αj ), and this is a proper coloring. Furthermore, it can be shown that GT
is triangulated, since otherwise T would contain a cycle. Thus, the perfect phylogeny T
defines a triangulated colored graph GT .
We now describe the partition intersection graph derived from the input I (this
graph was originally defined and studied by McMorris and Meacham in [89]). The vertices
of GI are also the character states of the different characters, and also given the same
coloring. The edges of GI are defined as follows: (αi , βj ) ∈ E(GI ) if and only if ∃s ∈ S
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such that α(s) = i and β(s) = j. It is clear that GI is properly colored, and that if there
is a perfect phylogeny T for the input I, then GT is a supergraph of GI on the same node
set. In other words, GT is a c-triangulation of GI .
We summarize this discussion as follows.
Lemma 1 Let I = (S, C) be an input to the perfect phylogeny problem, and assume
that a perfect phylogeny T exists for I. Then the partition intersection graph GI has a
c-triangulation.
The converse of this is also true, in other words, if GI has a c-triangulation then
I = (S, C) has a perfect phylogeny. The proof of the converse is more complicated, and
is based upon the characterization of chordal graphs given by Buneman in 1974 [73], as
follows:
Theorem 2 (Buneman 1974) A graph G = (V (G), E(G)) is chordal if and only if there
exists a tree T = (V (T ), E(T )), a collection of subtrees T of T , and functions f : V (G) →
T and g : V (T ) → {maximal cliques of G} such that
• (a, b) ∈ E(G) if and only if f (a) ∩ f (b) 6= ∅, and
• g is a bijection, and a ∈ g(v) if and only if v ∈ f (a).
For example, if G = Kn , then G corresponds under this theorem to a tree with a single
node, since G contains a single maximal clique. (Note that by “maximal clique” we mean
a clique that is not properly contained in any other clique, but this clique need not be of
maximum cardinality!)
The following corollary follows from this characterization.
Theorem 3 An instance I to the character compatibility problem has a perfect phylogeny
if and only if GI can be c-triangulated.

3.3

Fixed parameter Perfect Phylogeny

There are three natural parameters to the character compatibility problem: n, the number of species (or sequences); k, the number of characters (or length of the sequences);
and r, the maximum number of states per character. Because perfect phylogeny is in
general NP-complete, the best we can hope for is to find polynomial time algorithms for
the various fixed parameter versions of the problem. Fortunately, such algorithms have
recently been obtained, and in the next few sections we describe these results.
Algorithms when the number k of characters is fixed The algorithms which
handle the case where the number of characters is fixed directly use Buneman’s theorem.
These algorithms first translate the input I (given as species defined by characters) into
the partition intersection graph GI , and then use graph-theory and Buneman’s theorem
to determine whether I admits a perfect phylogeny.
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Theorem 4 Let I be an input to the perfect phylogeny problem based upon two characters, and let GI be the partition intersection graph. Then I has a perfect phylogeny if and
only if GI is acyclic. Hence we can determine whether a perfect phylogeny exists for two
characters in O(|S|) time.
Proof: Computing the partition intersection graph GI takes O(|S|) time, since each
sequence in S defines an edge in GI . Suppose GI can be c-triangulated, and let G0 be
a c-triangulation of GI . It is easy to prove by induction that a two-colored graph is
triangulated if and only if it is acyclic, and hence G0 must be acyclic (since GI is twocolored, and hence G0 is also two-colored). Hence, GI must also be acyclic. Determining
acyclicity of GI takes O(|V (GI )|) time. Now, if |V (GI )| ≥ |E(GI )| then GI is cyclic, and
hence we can assume that |V (Gi )| < |E(GI )|. Note then that since GI is the partition
intersection graph for two characters, |E(GI )| = |S| since each edge in GI corresponds to
a unique element in S. Since computing the graph GI takes O(|S|) time, and determining
if GI is acyclic takes O(|S|) time, the algorithm takes O(|S|) time.
In the biological literature, the first algorithms presented to determine compatibility
of two characters were given in 1975 [77, 79], and proved correct two years later in [78].
By contrast, we have presented an extremely simple algorithm with a very short proof,
by applying Buneman’s theorem!
Graph-theoretic algorithms for three characters exploiting properties of triangulated
graphs were obtained by Kannan and Warnow [83], and then later by Bodlaender and
Kloks [72] and Idury and Schaeffer [82]. Each of these algorithms uses linear time, but
differ in their space requirements (Kannan and Warnow’s algorithm requires quadratic
space, and the others have linear space implementations).
There have also been polynomial time algorithms for the case in which the number
of characters is bounded. The first such algorithm is by McMorris, Warnow, and Wimer
[90]. To obtain their algorithm, McMorris et al. first demonstrate a relationship between
k-colored graphs which can be c-triangulated and graphs which have treewidth bounded
by k − 1. They then show that determining whether a given k-colored graph can be
c-triangulated can be accomplished by modifying the partial k-tree recognition algorithm
of Arnborg, Corneil, and Proskurowksi in [7]. The McMorris, Warnow, and Wimer
algorithm runs in O(nk 2 + (rk)k+1 ) time. Another algorithm for thIs case is by Agarwala
and Fernandez-Baca [3]. This O(rk+1 nk) algorithm is combinatorial, and implies an
O((2e/k)k e2 k) algorithm for triangulating a k-colored graph having e edges.
Algorithms when the number r of states is fixed This fixed parameter version of
the perfect phylogeny problem is the most relevant to practice because biomolecular data
(and sometimes other biological data as well) typically have a small number of states.
For example, in a column of a multiple alignment of DNA or RNA sequences which does
not contain any gaps, there are only four states since there are only four nucleotides.
Thus, algorithms which are fast when the number of states is bounded are potentially of
use.
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The first case of this type that was handled was for binary characters. Polynomial
time algorithms for binary character compatibility were found by several authors, and
there are several linear time (i.e. O(nk)) algorithms; see [36, 5] as examples.
Binary character perfect phylogeny is easy for a particular reason that is specific to
them. Let T and T 0 be trees on n leaves that are leaf-labelled by the same underlying
set S. Then we can say that T refines T 0 if T 0 can be obtained from T by contracting
some edges in T . This definition allows us to define a partial order on the space of trees
leaf-labelled by a fixed set S by saying T ≤ T 0 if T 0 refines T . Given this definition, it
is possible to ask whether for each set S of species defined by character set C there is at
most one minimal perfect phylogeny for S, C. This is in general not true. However, for
binary characters, it is true, as the following lemma asserts.
Lemma 2 If a perfect phylogeny exists for a set of binary characters, then the minimum
such perfect phylogeny (under the refinement order) is unique.
This makes it possible, for example, to infer the minimal perfect phylogeny for binary
characters through sequential addition of leaves. The perfect phylogeny problem is more
complicated for r-state characters, when r ≥ 3, since in those conditions it no longer
holds that minimal perfect phylogenies are unique.
Polynomial time algorithms for determining compatibility of three-state characters
were found in 1990 by Dress and Steel [76] and Kannan and Warnow [64]. These algorithms are combinatorial rather than graph-theoretic, and have complexity O(nk 2 )
and O(n2 k) respectively, where n is the number of species and k the number of characters. Kannan and Warnow extended the techniques of their algorithm for three-state
characters, and derived an O(n2 k) algorithm for four-state character compatibility [64].
Four-state character compatibility applies to inferring perfect phylogenies from DNA or
RNA sequences which do not have gaps, since in these cases the alphabet size is four.
In [4], Agarwala & Fernandez-Baca obtained the an algorithm which has running time
O(23r (nk 3 +k 4 )), so that the perfect phylogeny problem can be solved in polynomial time
when the number of states per character is bounded. This result was later improved by
Kannan and Warnow, who obtained an O(22r nk 2 ) algorithm for the same case [67].

3.4

Application to Historical Linguistics

Although the concept of a perfect phylogeny was first proposed in the biological context,
its applicability has been primarily limited to correctly selected morphological characters.
With the increased reliance upon biomolecular data, reconstruction of perfect phylogenies
is less common today than in the past.
However, a recent collaboration between Donald Ringe, a historical linguist, and
Tandy Warnow, suggested that perfect phylogenies might make sense in the context of
natural language evolution. Here, the characters are typically meanings, and the states for
a given meaning are the different cognate classes. Their analysis of the Indo-European
family of languages [109] was based initially upon the perfect phylogeny algorithm in
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[67], but their dataset was pruned substantially because of the presence of polymorphism. The most frequent example of polymorphism in this context is two or more words
for the same meaning, such as big and large. Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor (another historical linguist at the University of Pennsylvania) studied the conditions under which such
polymorphism arises in linguistics, and modelled polymorphism as the confluence of two
or more monomorphic characters. They designed an approach to handling polymorphic
data based upon inverting the confluence process, and hence formulated the problem of
determining whether each polymorphic character could be separated into the right number (which is determined through the linguistic evidence) of monomorphic characters, so
that each monomorphic character was compatible with a single evolutionary tree (which
would thus be a perfect phylogeny for the new set of characters). This problem was then
shown to be equivalent to the following graph-theoretic question:
l-Triangulating colored graphs: Given a graph G with vertex coloring c, does there
exist a supergraph G0 of G such that G0 is triangulated and the maximum monochromatic
clique size in G0 is l?
This is an NP-hard problem for which even the fixed-parameter versions are NPhard. However, Warnow and her colleagues obtained algorithms which ran in polynomial
time if both k and l are bounded, and used these in conjunction with the algorithm of
[67] to to obtain a second (and probably more accurate) analysis of the Indo-European
family. These results are given in [69]. Additional information about the methodology is
described in [68, 70].

4

Distance-based methods

In this section we discuss some of the most promising distance-based methods that are
used in systematic biology.

4.1

Basic concepts

Given a leaf-labelled tree T with positive edge weights, we can define the path distance
between leaves i and j to be the sum of the weights of the edges in the path between i
and j.
Definition 6 A distance matrix D is additive if there exists a tree with positive edge
P
weights such that Dij = e∈Pij w(e), where Pij denotes the path between leaves i and j
in the tree, and w(e) is the weight of edge e.
The following theorem was proved in [55]:
Theorem 5 Given an additive n×n positive distance matrix d, there is a unique positive
edge-weighted tree in which n nodes in the tree are labelled s1 , s2 , . . . , sn , so that the path
distance between si and sj is equal to dij . Furthermore, the unique tree consistent with d
is reconstructible in O(n2 ) time.
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Definition 7 We will call any symmetric matrix which is zero-diagonal and positive offdiagonal will be called a distance matrix. A distance method d maps n × n distance
matrices to n × n additive distance matrices.

4.2

Methods and Problems

There are many distance-based methods and optimization problems related to distancebased reconstruction. Because almost all optimization problems are NP-hard ([93, 23,
65]), almost all methods are based upon simple heuristics. Probably the most popular
type of heuristics used for distance-based tree reconstruction are agglomerative clustering
techniques (i.e. these methods determine siblinghood of pairs of taxa in some manner,
and recurse on smaller sets of leaves). Surprisingly, these simple methods are consistent
(i.e. accurate if given long enough sequences). In the following sections, we provide some
techniques for establishing consistency, and a framework within which the convergence
rate of different distance methods can be studied.
We now discuss two natural requirements we may wish to make of a distance method,
which we will later prove will ensure that the method is a consistent estimator for inferring
binary model trees. These two properties are combinatorial consistency and continuity.
We will say that a method M is combinatorially consistent if M (D) = D whenever
D is additive. This property is true of just about all distance methods that are in
use today, except those that seek to reconstruct ultrametric trees (i.e. rooted trees
in which the distance from the root to any leaf is the same). This property is also
automatically true of any method which solves or approximates (with a performance
guarantee) an optimization problem of the form “given distance matrix d, find a nearest
additive matrix D”, where by “nearest” we permit any metric between distance matrices
to be used. Furthermore, if we define a metric on distance matrices, we may naturally
define continuity with respect to that metric. For example, the L∞ metric is defined
by L∞ (d, d0 ) = maxij |dij − d0ij |. A distance method M is then continuous at d (with
respect to the L∞ metric) if for all  > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that L∞ (d, d0 ) < δ implies
that L∞ (M (d), M (d0 )) < .
Definition 8 We will say that a distance method method is reasonable if it is both
combinatorially consistent and continuous at additive distance matrices corresponding to
positively weighted binary trees.
Almost all methods used to reconstruct trees from distances are reasonable. The importance of being “reasonable” will be shown in Section 4.5, in which we will prove that any
method which is reasonable” is guaranteed to be consistent for estimating binary trees.
Many of the methods used in practice are based upon agglomerative clustering. Agglomerative clustering is a basic technique which constructs a tree by successively deciding
which pair of leaves should be siblings, thus reducing the size of the input in each step.
The particular technique by which the siblinghood decision is made, and the way in
which the distance matrix is then modified, distinguishes the different clustering methods. Some of the most popular methods used in practice, such as the O(n2 ) Neighbor
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Joining method (popularized by Saitou and Nei in [110]) and the O(n4 ) Fitch-Margoliash
method [32] are based upon this technique. All of these methods, except those that reconstruct ultrametric trees, are “reasonable” and hence provably consistent estimators
for binary trees.
Ultrametric trees, which are rooted and edge-weighted so that the distance from
the root to every leaf is the same. Consequently, given an additive but not ultrametric
distance matrix D, methods which reconstruct ultrametric trees will modify D, sometimes
even changing its topology!
The reconstruction of ultrametric trees used to popular among biologists when the
“molecular-clock” hypothesis was accepted. This hypothesis asserts that mutations occur in a more-or-less clocklike fashion, so that differences between sequences should be
proportional to the evolutionary time between the two sequences (i.e. to the time back
to their most recent common ancestor). This is also expressed by saying that DNA
sequences evolve at a constant rate across different lineages. The molecular-clock hypothesis has however been discredited, and there is mounting evidence that different
lineages can evolve at unboundedly different rates, and that even mitochondrial DNA
does not evolve at anything close to a constant rate. (See [105] for the original disproof
of the molecular clock hypothesis, and [111, 112, 115, 114, 116] for other such results.)
Many new distance-based methods have been introduced, such as BIONJ [80], Quartet
Puzzling [117], the Short Quartet Method [118], and Agarwala’s 3-approximation [93]
and its variant, the Double-Pivot [119]. However, these methods are not yet in use
by the systematic biology community, and there has not yet been enough experimental
performance analysis of these methods for their advantages and disadvantages on realistic
data sets to be understood.

4.3

Statistical basis of distance-based methods

The idea behind distance-based methods is to compute distances between sequences so
that these pairwise distances reflect the actual number of point mutations that occurred
on the path between the leaves representing the two sequences. If this can be done so
that the actual computed distances exactly equal the number of changes on the paths,
then these distances are additive and hence can be used to reconstruct the evolutionary
tree. Furthermore, as we have shown, reconstructing the underlying tree from additive
matrices is easy to do in polynomial time.
There are two main hurdles in this basic approach. The first is that the distances must
be computed appropriately, so that these distances will be additive. Hamming distances
clearly fail this test because of the “multiple-hits” phenomenon where two sequences are
identical on a particular site, but that site has changed state on the path between the two
sequences. It turns out that computing additive distances from finite length sequences is
not really possible to do, but it is nevertheless possible to define distances so that as the
sequence length gets longer, the computed distances more closely approximate additive
distances.
Corrected distance transformations were invented for this purpose. A corrected dis16

tance transformation simultaneously:
• represents the model tree (i.e. leaf-labelled tree with information about the evolutionary process governing each edge) as an edge-weighted tree, and
• defines distances between sequences generated on the tree, so that the following
holds: as the sequence length increases, the matrix of observed distances converges
to the additive distance defined by the edge weighted tree.
Using such corrected distance transformations then ensures that a distance method
can be consistent. Corrected distance transformations exist for the CF model and for
the general Markov model. We now describe the corrected distance transformation for
the CF model, and why it makes distance methods consistent.
Given a CF tree T and sequences of length k generated at the leaves of T , let H(i, j)
denote the Hamming distance of sequences i and j and hij = H(i, j)/k denote the dissimilarity score of sequences i and j. The corrected distance between i and j is denoted
by dij = − 21 log(1 − 2hij ) and the model probability of change of character state between
the sequences i and j is denoted by E ij (i.e. E ij denotes the expected value of hij ). We
let Dij = − 12 log(1−2E ij ) denote the theoretical distance between i and j, computed with
E ij instead of hij . If we assign to any edge e a positive weight w(e) = − 21 log(1 − 2pe ),
then it follows from Equation (1) above that Dij is exactly the sum of the weights along
P (i, j).
What we have shown is that a combinatorially consistent method applied to distances
computed for infinite length sequences (and corrected appropriately using these corrected
distance transformations) will with probability 1 reconstruct the correct topology. However, we never have infinite length sequences, so that we need to discuss whether the
method attains the correct topology on some finite length sequences. For this to be true,
we will need the continuity property. However, we will only be able to finish the proof
after we establish conditions under which two additive matrices can be guaranteed to
define the same topology. The next few sections will develop these results.

4.4

Buneman’s Four-Point Condition

The following theorem of Buneman [17], called the Four Point Condition, provides a
characterization of additive distance matrices which is of interest in its own right, and
has several consequences for algorithm design.
Theorem 6 (Four Point Condition [17])
A matrix D is additive if and only if for all i, j, k, l (not necessarily distinct), the maximum of Dij + Dkl , Dik + Djl , Dil + Djk is not unique. The edge weighted tree (with
positive weights on internal edges and non-negative weights on leaf edges) representing
the additive distance matrix is unique among the trees without vertices of degree two.
Proof: We only prove one direction, because it is easy and also illuminative. Suppose
that D is additive so that there is a tree T with positive edge weights on the internal
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edges and non-negative edge weights on the edges incident with leaves, so that Dij equals
the path distance in T between i and j. Now consider a quartet i, j, k, l. These four nodes
induce a subtree of T which is either a star or a resolved binary tree. It is easy to see that
the four nodes induce a star if and only if the three pairwise sums are identical. In the
case where the four nodes induce a binary tree in which i and j are separated from k and
l by a path of positive weight, the smallest of the three pairwise sums will be Dij + Dkl ,
while the other two pairwise sums will be identical.
The sketch of the proof we have just described actually indicates that Dij + Dkl <
Dik + Djl = Dil + Djk if and only if the topology of the subtree of T induced by i, j, k, l
is ij|kl (i.e. there is an edge in T separating i, j from k, l). Consequently, if the distance
matrix is additive, then the topology of the model tree can be obtained by simply inferring
the topology of every quartet. It is then straightforward to construct the tree topology,
since siblinghood of leaves (and subsequently of subtrees) can be easily inferred, and once
the tree topology is reconstructed, the edge-weights realizing the distance method can
also be obtained by solving linear equations. This is just one of many polynomial time
method for reconstructing the unique positively edge-weighted tree realizing the distance
matrix (though this particular method uses much more time than the other methods!).
However, distances calculated and appropriately corrected from finite length sequences generated on a model tree are not actually additive, even though these distances
do (with probability 1) converge to the additive distance defining the model tree. Consequently, the real issue is whether we can infer the model tree from distances that are
close to but not identical to the additive matrix defining the model tree.

4.5

Topology Invariant Neighborhoods and Consistency

Since distance methods must be applied to nonadditive distance matrices, it is relevant
to consider whether a method can return the topology of the model tree even when the
distances are not additive. In order to answer this question, we consider the question of
when two different additive matrices define the same topology. All of the results in this
section are from [118].
Theorem 7 Two additive distance matrices D and D0 define the same topology if and
only if for every quartet i, j, k, l, Dij + Dkl is the minimum of the three pairwise sums if
0
0
and only if Dij
+ Dkl
is the minimum of the corresponding three pairwise sums.
Proof: First, note that the topology of a tree is defined by the topology the tree induces
on every quartet of leaves in the tree. Given this observation, we note that Buneman’s
four-point condition shows that the topology of any quartet i, j, k, l can be inferred by
examining the three pairwise sums, Dij + Dkl , Dik + Djl , Dil + Djk . The minimum of
these three pairwise sums is Dij + Dkl if and only if the topology on i, j, k, l in the tree
is ij|kl. Therefore, two additive distance matrices define the same topology if and only
if they impose the same ordering on such pairwise sums.
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A surprising consequence of this theorem is that there is a positive neighborhood
around each additive distance matrix defining a binary tree (i.e. all nodes of degree 3),
on which all additive distance matrices define the same topology.
Theorem 8 Let D be an additive distance matrix defining an edge-weighted binary
tree T , and let x be the weight of the smallest edge in T . Let D0 be another additive distance matrix defining a (not necessarily binary) edge-weighted tree T 0 . If
0
L∞ (D, D0 ) = maxij |Dij − Dij
| < x/2 then the topologies of T and T 0 are identical.
Proof: It suffices to note that if Dij + Dkl is the minimum of the three pairwise sums,
0
0
is
+ Dkl
then it is less than the other two sums by 2x. If L∞ (D, D0 ) < x/2, then Dij
0
0
0
0
0
also less than both of Dik + Djl and Dil + Djk . Consequently, D and D define the same
topology (although with different edge weights).
An immediate consequence of this theorem is the following:
Theorem 9 All combinatorially consistent distance methods which are continuous at additive distance matrices defining binary trees are consistent methods for inferring topologies of binary model trees T .
Proof: The proof is straightforward. Suppose that T is a binary model tree, x is its smallest edge weight, and M is a method which is both combinatorially consistent and continuous at additive matrices for binary trees (i.e. “reasonable”). Since M is continuous, then
there is some δ such that if d satisfies L∞ (d, D) ≤ δ, then L∞ (M (D), M (d)) < x/2. Since
M maps distance matrices to additive distances, M (d) is guaranteed to have the same
topology as M (D). Since M is combinatorially consistent, M (D) = D. Consequently
M (d) is an additive matrix which defines the topology of the model tree T .
It is worth noting that all of the standard distance-based methods (with the exception
of those that explicitly seek to reconstruct ultrametric trees) are continuous at binary
trees, and combinatorially consistent, and hence are consistent methods for inferring
binary evolutionary trees, but little is understood about the convergence rate of these
methods.
However, the proof of this theorem establishes a mechanism by which the convergence
rate of different methods can be compared: For each method M and for each binary model
tree T and the additive matrix D defined by T , there is some positive δ such that given
a distance matrix d0 ∈ N (D, δ) = {d : L∞ (d, D) < δ}, M (d0 ) is guaranteed to be an
additive distance matrix having the same topology as T . It then follows that the larger
the maximum δ for which this is true, the easier it is for a method to be guaranteed to
obtain an accurate topology. We will return to this study in Section 4.9.

4.6

Ultrametric Tree Reconstruction

If distances computed on the basis of differences between biomolecular sequences are
proportional to time since the sequences split off from a common ancestor (the “molecular
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clock” hypothesis), then a special kind of edge-weighted tree, called an “ultrametric tree”,
is an appropriate model of evolution.
Definition 9 Ultrametric trees are rooted edge-weighted trees in which the distances
from the root to any two leaves are the same.
However, as we have discussed earlier, the molecular clock hypothesis is now generally
discredited, and the reconstruction of ultrametric trees is no longer generally considered
relevant to biomolecular evolutionary studies.
However, there are two reasons to discuss ultrametric tree reconstruction: first, there
are some very nice algorithms which have been developed for obtaining optimal solutions
to problems related to ultrametric tree reconstruction, and second, these algorithms have
been shown to be useful in approximating the nearest fitting additive tree. We describe
the algorithms for ultrametric tree reconstruction in this section, and show in the next
section how they can be used to approximate additive trees.
We have already noted that optimization problems in distance-based reconstruction
are typically NP-hard. When the desired tree is constrained to be ultrametric, it is
however possible that the problem’s complexity could become tractable, but in almost
all cases, optimization problems for reconstructing ultrametric trees are still NP-hard
[65, 93]. One notable exception is the problem of finding the nearest ultrametric distance
matrix (i.e. distance matrix fitting an ultrametric tree) to a given distance matrix, with
respect to the L∞ -criterion.
The first result of this type is due to Gower and Ross [35], who proved the following:
Theorem 10 Given distance matrix d, there is a unique ultrametric distance matrix D
satisfying
1. D is dominated by d (i.e. D[ij] ≤ d[ij] for all i, j ), and
2. D dominates all other ultrametric distance matrices which are dominated by d (i.e.
if D0 is ultrametric and D0 [ij] ≤ d[ij] for all i, j, then D0 [ij] ≤ D[ij]).
Their proof was constructive: given d:
• Step 1: weight the complete graph on 1, 2, . . . , n by the matrix d; i.e. w(i, j) = dij .
• Step 2: construct a minimum spanning tree T on Kn
• Step 3: define the ultrametric matrix U by letting U [ij] be the maximum weight
on the edge in T between i and j.
This algorithm produces an ultrametric tree which is called the subdominant ultrametric of the matrix d.
Surprisingly, the same tree can be constructed in a greedy agglomerative fashion,
through the “Single-linkage algorithm,” which takes as input a distance matrix d and
computes a rooted tree whose edges can be weighted appropriately to obtain the subdominant ultrametric of d.
Single-linkage algorithm:
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1. Begin with all taxa (leaves) in their own classes, and set the distance between two
classes x, y to be d(x, y).
2. While there is more than one class, DO:
• Choose the classes C1 and C2 minimizing the quantity d(C1 , C2 ).
• Join the subtrees for C1 and C2 into one rooted subtree, by making their roots
children of the same root.
• Create the class C = C1 ∪ C2 , and define d(C, C 0 ) = min(d(C1 , C 0 ), d(C2 , C 0 ))
for all classes C 0 6= C1 , C2 .
• If C = S then return tree, else delete C1 and C2 .
This algorithm [49] can be easily modified to assign weights to the edges of the tree so as
to define an ultrametric tree, and it is easy to see (see [38] for the first such statement of
this observation) that the topology this method reconstructs is the same as the topology
obtained by Gower and Ross’s algorithm for the subdominant ultrametric.
These algorithms were rediscovered in a later work by Farach, Kannan, and Warnow
[65] in the context of a more general problem:
Matrix sandwich problem: Given two distance matrices Ml and Mh which represent lower and upper bounds respectively, determine if there is an ultrametric matrix U
satisfying Ml [ij] ≤ U [ij] ≤ Mh [ij].
This is a general class of problems since the matrix sought can be less constrained (i.e.
we may seek an additive tree only, or an ultrametric satisfying additional constraints).
The following then is obvious:
Theorem 11 Let Ml and Mh be two n × n distance matrices. The following are equivalent:
1. There is an ultrametric matrix U such that U ∈ [Ml , Mh ], and
2. It is possible to weight the edges of the tree obtained by the Gower-Ross algorithm
applied to distance matrix Mh so as to obtain an ultrametric matrix U 0 ∈ [Ml , Mh ].
This theorem implies that a simple algorithm can determine whether there is an ultrametric matrix in an arbitrary sandwich, and the algorithm uses only polynomial time.
This formulation has some nice properties, since in general it means that many different
optimization problems related to obtaining nearest ultrametric trees can be solved in
polynomial time, for various definitions of “nearest.”

4.7

Approximation algorithms for nearest trees

Various approximation algorithms for obtaining “nearest” additive trees to a given distance matrix have been developed, all of which are based upon a fundamental observation
relating ultrametric trees and additive trees. To explain this relationship we first define
what a centroid metric is.
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Definition 10 A centroid metric is an additive metric which can be realized by edgeweighting a star topology (i.e. a tree with exactly one non-leaf node).
The critical observation relating centroid metrics, additive metrics, and ultrametrics,
was first observed by Farris, and communicated to Carroll who published it in 1976 in
[120]:
Theorem 12 Let D be an additive matrix, and let X be a centroid matrix. Then D + X
is an ultrametric matrix.
This suggests a general strategy for reconstructing nearby additive metrics to given distance metrics, which we now describe.
The basic idea: If d is a matrix, Dopt is the nearest additive metric to d (under some
optimization criterion). Let X be a centroid metric. Then U ∗ = Dopt +X is an ultrametric
matrix, and since Dopt is near to d, it may be that U ∗ is close to d + X. If we could get
from d + X to U ∗ we could then easily obtain Dopt from U ∗ by subtracting X. Hence,
the problem in some sense “reduces” to finding a nearest ultrametric to d + X, for some
suitably selected centroid metric X.
To summarize, the observation that an additive metric decomposes into the sum
of a centroid (which can be arbitrarily selected) and an ultrametric suggests a general
algorithmic strategy:
General algorithmic strategy for obtaining nearby additive metrics:
1. Given distance matrix d, compute a centroid metric X, and compute distance
metric d0 = d + X.
2. Use some method to find an ultrametric U which is close to d0 .
3. Compute the additive metric D = U − X, and reconstruct the edge-weighted tree
T realizing D. Return T .
This basic approach was possibly first discovered by Blanken et al. in 1982 [14], also
used by Brossier in 1984 [15], and again used by Agarwala et al. in 1996 [93]. The major
contribution of the Agarwala et al. paper was the observation that if the basic method
were implemented by using the Single-Linkage algorithm and the topology obtained were
correctly weighted, then the resultant additive matrix would be guaranteed to be no
more than three times as far from the input matrix than the nearest additive matrix,
with respect to the L∞ metric. In other words, Agarwala and her colleagues showed that
the basic approach could be implemented to produce a 3-approximation for the nearest
tree, with respect to the L∞ -metric.

4.8

Reconstruction based upon combining subtrees

One general technique that can be used to reconstruct an evolutionary tree is to reconstruct all subtrees of a given size, and then combine these subtrees into one tree.
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An unrooted leaf-labelled tree can be defined by the topology it induces on the quartets of leaves in the tree. Thus, one approach to reconstructing evolutionary trees is
to determine (using some technique) the topology on every quartet of leaves, and then
combine these quartets if possible into one tree consistent with the entire set. It is easy
to see that if all the quartets are consistent, it is easy to reconstruct the (unique) tree
consistent with the constraints in polynomial time. However, as in the case of rooted
triples, quartet topologies are not always consistent, so that each quartet-based method
must also specify a means for resolving inconsistencies.
In essence, then, a quartet method takes as input a set Q of topologies on quartets,
and determines a tree from this set. One problem with quartet-based approaches is
that some quartets are simply harder to estimate than others (see [95] for a study of
quartet estimation). Thus, one quartet-based approach is to take the quartets one has
confidence in, and use those only to reconstruct the tree. Unfortunately, consistency of
a set of quartets with a tree is in general NP-complete [91] (although the case where the
set contains topologies for all quartets is solvable in polynomial time). Thus, quartet
methods generally use all the possible quartets and specifically identify a heuristic step
for handling inconsistencies, but have the flexibility to allow any method whatsoever for
reconstructing trees on quartets.
These methods are historically popular though they have been replaced by the faster
and possibly more powerful methods (such as neighbor-joining) introduced in recent
years. Recently however there have been new quartet-based methods introduced which
have very nice properties and interesting performance in experimental studies. Before we
discuss the more sophisticated quartet based methods, we begin with the simplest of all
possible methods, which we call the Naive Method.
4.8.1

The Naive Method

Consider the following quartet based method. For every set i, j, k, l, select the topology
ij|kl if and only if Dij + Dkl < min(Dik + Djl , Dil + Djk ). If all the quartet topologies
can be simultaneously realized in a single tree, then that tree can be reconstructed in
polynomial time (simply determine siblinghood of pairs of leaves, and then of subtrees,
and hence reconstruct the tree “from the outside-in”).
The problem with this approach is that it may happen that one of the Ω(n4 ) quartets
may be incorrectly inferred, especially if the tree contains widely separated pairs of taxa,
or very short edges. Nevertheless, this method is combinatorially consistent (i.e. it
satisfies M (D) = D, when D is additive) and continuous at binary trees, and hence it is
a consistent method for reconstructing binary evolutionary trees.
Most (but not all) quartet-based methods begin in essentially the same way as the
Naive Method, in that they infer the topology of every quartet (using some method,
typically a distance-based reconstruction, but sometimes other techniques are used) and
then reconstruct the tree from the set of quartets. Since typically some quartets will
be incorrectly estimates, most quartet-based methods must provide a mechanism for
handling incompatible sets of quartets.
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4.8.2

The Buneman Tree

One of the classical quartet-based approaches is the Buneman tree, suggested by Buneman in [17], as follows:
The topology of every quartet is inferred using the same basic approach as the Naive
Method. This defines a set of quartet topologies, Q. If all the topologies in Q are
simultaneously realizable with one tree, we return that tree. Otherwise, we seek a tree
in which “every edge is supported by Q”. We now define what this means.
Consider a bipartition of the leaves S into two sets A and B defined by an edge of a
tree T . We will say that this bipartition is completely supported by a set Q of quartet
topologies if for every {a, a0 } ⊆ A and {b, b0 } ⊆ B, the topology on a, a0 , b, b0 defined by
Q separates a, a0 from b, b0 .
Buneman’s approach [17] was to reconstruct the tree which contained every bipartition
that was supported by Q. Although there are exponentially many possible bipartitions,
the set of bipartitions that are completely supported by a set of topologies for all of the
possible quartets is compatible, and hence defines a unique tree (see [121]). Furthermore,
reconstructing the unique tree containing all the completely supported bipartitions can
be accomplished in polynomial time; an O(n5 ) algorithm to reconstruct the Buneman
Tree has been implemented in the SplitsTree phylogenetic software package (available at
fttp://ftp.uni-bielefeld.de/pub/math/splits, which uses split decomposition [8, 9]
to construct networks of relationships). A faster O(n4 ) algorithm has also been obtained
by Berry and Gascuel [121].
4.8.3

The Short Quartet Method

Another quartet-based method that has been introduced is the Short Quartet Method, by
Erdös et al. [118]. This method reconstructs trees based upon topologies of just a subset
of the possible quartets containing the “short quartets”, which are defined as follows.
Definition 11 If e is an edge in a tree T , then deleting the edge e (but not the endpoints
of e) creates two rooted subtrees, t1 and t2 . Let di be the distance from the root of ti to
its nearest leaf. Then the depth of the edge e is defined to be max(d1 , d2 ). The depth
of T , denoted depth(T), is the maximum depth of any edge in T . We say that i, j, k, l
is a short quartet of a tree T if i, j, k, l are leaves in T and the maximum path length
(counting only the number of edges) between any pair in i, j, k, l is at most 2depth(T ) + 3.
Erdös et al. made the following critical observations, upon which their method rests:
1. The short quartets suffice to define the tree,
2. Given a set of quartets containing the short quartets, it is possible to determine the
unique tree consistent with the implied topology constraints in polynomial time,
and
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3. Although the set of short quartets cannot be known in advance, they can be estimated in a greedy fashion, and this greedy method has good performance probabilistically.
It should be noted that the short quartet method either produces a tree consistent with
all the quartet constraints, or it produces a star tree (i.e. the null tree). Thus, the
short quartet method can fail entirely to obtain any information about the tree topology.
However, the sequence length required for a complete recovery of the topology of the
model tree was shown in Erdös et al. to grow only polylogarithmically for almost all model
trees, once the range within which the mutation probabilities must fall is specified. By
contrast, they showed that other methods (neighbor-joining, the naive method, the berrygascuel method, the 3-approximation algorithms for the L∞ -nearest tree by Agarwala et
al. [93], Cohen and Farach [119], and even a (hypothetical) exact algorithm for the L∞ nearest tree might require superpolynomial length sequences for a completely accurate
topology reconstruction, for almost all trees.
In the next section, we show how they established these analyses.

4.9

Convergence rates of different methods

We have determined that it is easy to prove a distance method is consistent for inferring
binary evolutionary trees, and yet we have not established anything about the rate at
which these methods converge to the correct topology. The purpose of this section is to
provide some analytical foundations for such a study.
Using the framework of topology invariant neighborhoods, Erdös et al. [118] and
Atteson [94] obtained results on the conditions under which different distance methods
would be guaranteed to yield accurate topology reconstructions, which we summarize
here:
Theorem 13 (From [118] and [94]) Let D be an additive n × n distance matrix defining
a binary tree T , d be a fixed distance matrix, and let δ = L∞ (d, D). Assume that x is
the minimum weight of internal edges of T in the edge weighting corresponding to D.
(i) A hypothetical exact algorithm for the L∞ -nearest tree is guaranteed to return the
topology of T from d if δ < x/4.
(ii) (a) The 3-approximation algorithm for the L∞ -nearest tree is guaranteed to return
the topology of T from d if δ < x/8. (b) For all n there exists at least one d with δ = x/6
for which the method can err. (c) If δ ≥ x/4, the algorithm can err for every such d.
(iii) The Neighbor Joining Method is guaranteed to return the topology of T from d if
δ < x/2, and there exists a d for any δ = x/2 for which the method can err.
(iv) The Naive Method is guaranteed to return topology of T from d if δ < x/2, and there
exists a d for any δ = x/2 for which the method can err.
The first implication of this is that for each of these methods, and for every , and
for every model tree T , there is a sequence length k such that the probability that the
method obtains a completely accurate topology on sequences of length k or greater is at
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least 1 − . Thus, the methods are all consistent, and furthermore, the sequence length
needed for a guarantee of accuracy with high probability can also be calculated directly.
For example, neighbor-joining can be guaranteed to be accurate if δ < x/2, and so we can
calculate the sequence length needed to get δ < x/2 with probability 1 − , and similarly
an exact algorithm for the L∞ -nearest tree is guaranteed to be accurate if δ < x/4 so
we can calculate the sequence length needed to get δ < x/4 with probability 1 − . This
argument, taken at face value, suggests that both neighbor-joining and the naive method
may be accurate on shorter sequences than the 3-approximation algorithm of Agarwala
et al. or of Cohen and Farach for the L∞ -nearest tree, since both neighbor-joining
and the naive method are guaranteed to be accurate if δ < x/2, while 3-approximation
algorithms for the L∞ -nearest tree can fail if δ ≥ x/4. It also suggests that it is easier to
obtain conditions for which neighbor-joining is guaranteed to be accurate than to obtain
conditions for which the exact algorithm for the L∞ -nearest tree can be guaranteed to
be accurate. However, all of these statements need to be studied more closely, and most
likely experimentally, since these analytical results do not describe all the conditions
under which a method is guaranteed to be successful, but only some of the conditions
which guarantee success.
Returning to the question of convergence rate, we note:
Theorem 14 (From [118]) Let T is a Cavender-Farris model tree with edge mutation
probabilities in the range [f, g]. Then for every  > 0 there is a constant c such that if
sequences of length k are generated on this tree, where
k>

f 2 (1

c · log n
,
− 2g)2diam(T )

(2)

then with probability 1− the result of applying the Agarwala et al. algorithm to corrected
distances will be the true tree. The same formula (with the constant changed) exists for the
Neighbor-Joining method, the Berry-Gascuel Method (which reconstructs the Buneman
tree), and the Naive Method.
Erdös et al. also analyzed the convergence rate of the Short Quartet Method, and
obtained an analysis which allows a direct comparison to the convergence rate of the
other distance methods:
Theorem 15 (From [118]) Let T is a Cavender-Farris model tree with edge mutation
probabilities in the range [f, g]. Then for every  > 0 there is a constant c such that if
sequences of length k are generated on this tree, where
k>

f 2 (1

c · log n
,
− 2g)4depth(T )

(3)

then with probability 1 −  the result of applying the Short Quartet Method to corrected
distances will be the true tree.
The comparison between the sequence length requirement of the Short Quartet
Method to that of the sequence length requirement of the other methods (as provided by
this analysis) thus depends on a comparison between the depth and the diameter.
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The diameter of T (which we have denoted by diam(T )) is the number of edges in
the longest path in T . It is clear that for small trees, diam(T ) is small as well, but for
large trees diam(T ) can be quite large. The diameter of random trees
√ has been analyzed
in [123] and [118], showing that diam(T ) grows on the order of n for random trees
under the uniform distribution [123], and on the order of log n for random trees under
the Yule-Harding distribution [118]. These findings indicate that the sequence length
needed for guaranteed accuracy by either the Neighbor-Joining method or even by an
exact algorithm for the L∞ -nearest tree can grow superpolynomially in the number of
taxa in the dataset. On the other hand, the depth of a tree is never more than log n,
and in general can be shown to be bounded by O(log log n) for random trees in either
the uniform distribution or the Yule-Harding distributions [118]. Thus, the sequence
length requirement for the Short Quartet Method generally grows polylogarithmically,
and never more than polynomially, in the number of taxa in the dataset. However,
these results must then be evaluated experimentally, since they imply on that good
performance is guaranteed in certain conditions, but do not imply bad performance when
those conditions do not hold.

5

How hard are these problems, really?

We note the following curious situation. Almost all optimization problems in the domain of phylogenetic tree reconstruction are NP-hard. Some (such as the L∞ -nearest
tree [93] and the maximum compatibility problem [106]) have even been shown to be
hard to approximate beyond certain constant approximation ratios (see [13] for more of
the story on non-approximability results). Heuristics abound, and they are incredibly
simple heuristics, mostly composed of hill-climbing strategies which begin with an initial
tree and search the tree-space through branch-swapping or other such topological rearrangements of the tree. However, studies of these heuristics based upon sets of sequences
of varying lengths randomly generated on model trees have shown that these heuristics
obtain accurate reconstructions of the model tree as the sequence length increases, and
even that they seem to solve their optimization problems once the sequences get long
enough.
What is going on?
The answer seems to be surprisingly simple. Indeed, the optimization problems are
NP-hard to solve exactly, but the data are not arbitrary. We have made a very strong
assumption when we say that the data are generated by these model trees, and this makes
a significant difference, as it turns out.

5.1

Simple heuristics work, under certain conditions!

Observation 1 All optimization criteria which are consistent estimators of binary evolutionary trees, and which can be solved exactly on a fixed leaf-labelled topology, can be
solved exactly in time which is polynomial in the number of leaves of the tree with ar-
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bitrarily high probability, provided that the sequences are generated under the assumed
model of evolution, and the sequences are long enough.
Proof: Fix an optimization problem Π, a model tree T on n leaves, and  > 0. Now
let an ordering of the leaves in T be fixed, and for each i, let ki be the sequence length
needed to obtain an accurate topology estimation of the subtree of T induced by the
first i sequences with probability at least 1 −  to be obtained through an exact solution
to the optimization problem. (Note that ki is finite since the optimization problem
is consistent.) Now let k = maxi ki , and note that k is finite. Now let sequences of
length k be generated randomly on T . Construct the topology of the best tree for the
first four sequences, and then iteratively add sequences to the tree in the order given,
each time finding the best of the possible extensions. Since evaluating each fixed tree
topology takes only polynomial time, this is a polynomial time method. Since k > ki ,
this approach makes a mistake on step i with probability bounded by 1 − . Hence, with
high probability this technique reconstructs the topology of the model tree. Then, solve
the optimization problem exactly on the leaf-labelled topology. Since the optimization
problem is consistent, the model tree and the optimal tree for the optimization problem
are identical in topology, and since the optimization problem can be solved exactly on
leaf-labelled topologies, this results in an exact solution to the optimization problem.
A cautionary note: Other heuristics also have such guarantees, and we will discuss
these in a minute; however, we caution the reader not to assume that this method would
obtain an exact solution to the NP-hard optimization problem for all datasets generated
on Cavender-Farris trees, nor even for all datasets with high probability! Rather, all this
shows is that this heuristic will perform well in simulation studies in which the sequence
length is increased arbitrarily. In other words, this heuristic will be consistent and hence
for long enough sequences will actually reconstruct the optimal solution to its NP-hard
objective criterion.
Quartet based methods also work An alternate proof would reconstruct all the
topologies of all the quartets of leaves in T . Let n sequences evolve on this tree. Reconstruct the topology of every quartet of sequences using the optimization criterion, and
then reconstruct the tree (if it exists) which is consistent with all the topologies on quartets. With probability 1 −  all the quartets are correctly computed, and hence the entire
tree topology can be reconstructed correctly. Since the optimization criterion is consistent, the model tree has the same topology as all trees which optimize the criterion, so
that the result of reconstructing the tree is a leaf-labelled tree which can be extended (in
a suitable way) to solve the optimization problem. Now solve the optimization problem
on the leaf-labelled topology.

5.2

Solving the L∞ -nearest tree

We have shown two very simple heuristics which provide guaranteed good performance
for solving NP-hard optimization problems when the sequences are long enough, and
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provided that the optimization problems are consistent estimators for model tree inference
and can be solved exactly on fixed leaf-labelled topologies. Now we show a specific
method which uses polynomial time and which “solves” (in the same sense) the NP-hard
optimization problem, the L∞ -nearest tree.
Exact solution for the L∞ -nearest tree
• Given d, use the Agarwala et al. algorithm to obtain an additive distance matrix
D satisfying L∞ (d, D) ≤ 3 ∗ L∞ (d, Dopt ).
• Compute the topology of the tree T for the additive matrix D.
• Weight the edges of T optimally to minimize the distance to d with respect to the
L∞ metric.
Theorem 16 Let T be a binary model tree, x the minimum weight of any edge in T ,
and D∗ the additive matrix associated to T . Let n sequences evolve on T , and let d be the
matrix of corrected distances computed on these sequences. If d satisfies L∞ (d, D∗ ) < x/8,
then the algorithm above solves the L∞ -nearest tree problem.
Proof: The proof is quite simple. If Dopt is the nearest additive metric to d with respect
to the L∞ -metric, then x/8 > L∞ (d, D∗ ) > L∞ (d, Dopt ). Now suppose D is the additive
matrix returned by the Agarwala et al. algorithm given distance d. Then L∞ (d, D) ≤
3 ∗ L∞ (d, Dopt ), so that L∞ (D, D∗ ) ≤ L∞ (D, d) + L∞ (d, D∗ ) < 3x/8 + x/8 = x/2. But
then D and D∗ both define the same topology by Theorem 8. By the same theorem,
D∗ and Dopt also have the same topology since L∞ (D∗ , Dopt ) < x/2. Consequently, the
Agarwala et al. algorithm returns a tree whose topology is identical to that of the nearest
tree to d with respect to the L∞ metric. Weighting that tree topology optimally takes
polynomial time.

5.3

Commentary

The Agarwala et al. algorithm in [93] is a variant on a classical approach to approximating the nearest trees, originally introduced by Carroll and Pruzansky in 1980 [124].
It provably permits us to obtain a 3-approximate solution to the L∞ -nearest tree, and
hence (as we have shown) also provides a method for obtaining the truly L∞ -nearest tree,
if the sequences are long enough. The same, however, can be said of the simple methods
we described above (iterative addition of different taxa with respect to some ordering
on the leaves, or quartet based methods). The real issue with respect to performance is
therefore the sequence length requirement of each method.
Our other observations are as follows:
1. Not all polynomial time heuristics have guaranteed performance on long enough sequences. Both quartet-based methods and iteratively adding nodes to the best tree
found so far have this property. On the other hand, Mike Steel (personal communication) has pointed out that a branch-swapping approach may not be consistent
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if it begins with an arbitrarily selected tree, since there is no proof that such a
strategy will terminate at a global optimum, nor that it will take only polynomial
time. It is therefore interesting and worth noting that the practice in systematics
is to begin the hill-climbing search for optimal trees with trees that are constructed
according to this iterative procedure. This explains why experimental studies based
upon simulating sequence evolution show that these heuristics do provide accurate
solutions to NP-hard problems, once the sequences are long enough.
2. The convergence rate can be affected by the choice of sequence ordering! Note
that the ordering of the sequences can be chosen well or badly. For example,
if the topology induced by the first four taxa falls in the Felsenstein Zone [125]
(a particular portion of the parameter space for four-taxon model trees in which
parsimony is known to fail with probability 1 on unbounded length sequences),
then techniques based upon reconstructing the tree which begin with those four
sequences will in general require much longer sequences before complete accuracy
is likely than other orderings of the leaves.
3. When attempting to solve parsimony, or other “inconsistent” estimators, the particular choice of heuristic can lead to incorrect reconstructions. The problem with
parsimony is that it can be inconsistent on some model trees. This can cause significant problems, even if parsimony is consistent for the specific tree underlying a
particular data set. As an specific example, parsimony may be a consistent estimator for model trees which are caterpillars (i.e. trees consisting of one long path, with
leaves hanging off the path), in which all edges having some specific small mutation
probability (this is a conjecture, which seems to be true in simulation studies, but
we do not know whether it is true). Suppose that the first four sequences that are
selected consist of two leaves from the very middle, and the first and the last leaves.
Such a set of four sequences forms a tree in the “Felsenstein Zone”. If these are the
first four sequences upon which the entire tree will be reconstructed, then at the
very start of the process the tree being constructed will be incorrect. Hence, heuristics used to reconstruct the “most parsimonious” tree will not automatically result
in consistent estimators, even if parsimony is consistent for the specific trees being
reconstructed, and in such cases more sophisticated algorithms may be needed.
4. These results do not fully apply to maximum likelihood estimation! We do not
know if the likelihood function can be maximized in polynomial time on a fixed
leaf-labelled tree, and hence this result does not imply that maximum likelihood
can be solved in polynomial time given long enough sequences. However, if we solve
maximum likelihood exactly in each iteration (and do not just find “approximate”
solutions), then these results do apply.
5. These observations may not apply to real data. These proofs of accuracy of polynomial time heuristics for NP-hard problems most definitely require that the optimization problems be consistent estimators for the trees that generated the data.
The proofs of consistency for all reasonable distance-based methods most definitely
rely upon the iid assumption, which real data are known to violate. Consequently,
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the performance guarantee we have shown for simple heuristics applied to simulated
data may not hold when applied to real data! Again, in such cases, if the optimization problem is deemed appropriate for tree reconstruction purposes, we may need
more sophisticated methods than simple “sequential insertion” techniques, even if
followed by hill-climbing strategies (which, as Mike Steel pointed out, need not be
consistent nor only require polynomial time).

6

Are all optimization problems equally important?

We have noted that many optimization problems seem to be solvable if the sequences
are long enough and are generated by a Cavender-Farris tree. We have also noted that
many optimization problems are consistent estimators, again under the assumption that
the sequences are generated by Cavender-Farris trees. Does this mean that the tree
reconstruction problem is essentially solved?
Not at all. First, as we have noted, real data are not generated on Cavender-Farris
trees. This is a critical point which suggests that we still need to study the performance
of different heuristics on more realistic simulation studies, and possibly we still need
to develop better algorithms for finding the best trees, for various definitions of “best”.
However, the problem is not “solved” satisfactorily even for the case of data generated on
Cavender-Farris trees, because in any event sequences are finite, and performance on finite
length sequences is not easy to predict from performance in the limit. In addition, there is
significant evidence that some optimization problems simply return much more accurate
topology estimations from realistic length sequences than other optimization problems.
In fact, a recent paper by O. Gascuel [80] introducing BIONJ, a statistically based variant
on the neighbor-joining method, examined the relationship between topology estimation
and optimizing a different numeric objective criterion, the minimum evolution (ME)
score. Gascuel noted:
BIONJ finds trees which are not shorter than NJ’s, in the sense of the ME
criterion. Specifically, it seems that BIONJ trees are just a little shorter with
constant-rate trees than NJ’s, but longer with varying-rate trees – where it
outperforms NJ. Moreover, it appears that trees found by both NJ and BIONJ
are more often too short (i.e., shorter than the true tree) than too long. This
explains why searching for trees shorter than NJ trees may not increase the
topological accuracy.
Similarly, we note that although we can obtain near-optimal solutions for the L∞ nearest tree by using the Agarwala et al. algorithm [93] (or its variant, the Double-Pivot
[119]), both experimental [61] and analytical studies [127, 118] suggest that these methods
are not likely to produce a correct estimates of the topology of the underlying evolutionary
tree at realistic sequence lengths as, for example, neighbor-joining.
The critical distinction between phylogenetic reconstruction and numerical taxonomy
is that the objectives of the two problems are not really the same. In phylogenetic
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reconstruction, the objective is the reconstruction of the topology of the evolutionary tree
that gave rise to the observed sequences, while in numerical taxonomy the objective is to
minimize some distance between distance matrices. Although we have analytical results
that prove convincingly that exact (or approximate) solutions to numerical taxonomy
optimization problems will be consistent, and hence will provide accurate reconstructions
of the topology from long enough sequences, it is increasingly clear that the required
sequence lengths for different optimization criteria can be quite different (see [118, 127]).
Since sequence lengths are inherently bounded (and not by extremely large numberes,
either), this has the consequence of shifting the attention from what happens in the limit
to how the method behaves on finite data.
Understanding the difference between performance in the limit and on finite data
may, in general, require experimental studies, since analytical studies are both hard
to obtain and very difficult to interpret. Thus, theorems about the sequence lengths
needed to obtain accurate reconstructions of the topology of the evolutionary tree given
in [118, 126, 6] are given in terms of sequence lengths that suffice to guarantee good
performance (but indicate nothing about behavior on shorter sequences), and worse are
given in terms of “big-oh” notation, and thus hide critically important constants. In
effect, such analytical results only give information about performance in the limit, and
are in any event pessimistic.

7

What about Real Data?

There is a danger in this analysis which must not be overlooked.
We have assumed that the data are generated by an appropriate Markov process
and that the sites evolve identically and independently. However, biological data do not
fit these models particularly well. For example, the assumption that the sites evolve
identically and independently is known to be violated by biomolecular sequences; third
positions within codons evolve much more rapidly than the other positions, since these
are often silent mutations and do not affect the encoding into aminoacids. Unfortunately,
if we allow the assumption that the sites evolve identically to be violated (but do not
violate any other assumption), then it is no longer clear how well the different methods
work. No method is consistent under such general circumstances, and we do not yet
know anything about the degree to which accuracy drops for the various methods. Thus,
the issue of robustness to model violations is pressing and critical to real applications,
and unfortunately little understood.
Thus, what we really need is methods which provide reasonable estimates of the
topology of the tree in the presence of model violations. However, these may be harder
to obtain than the results we obtained (see Observation 1) about how well simple methods
perform with respect to reconstructing model trees when the sequences evolve on a tree
with the iid site evolution, and the sequences are long enough (the proof we gave will
not in general apply for real data, since in such cases a method may be consistent for
estimating a particular tree, and yet not be a consistent estimator for some subtrees
of that tree!). Thus, most likely we will need methods which provably obtain accurate
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solutions to hard optimization problems (such as parsimony or the least squares metric),
and which do not operate through sequential addition of taxa.
Finally, we note that we have not discussed the problem of obtaining an accurate
alignment of the biomolecular sequences from which the tree will be reconstructed. This
“multiple alignment” problem is an absolutely critical component of the tree reconstruction problem in practice, since (as we have shown) all tree reconstruction approaches
assume an alignment before constructing the tree. While obtaining an accurate alignment in some cases is not problematic, in other cases it is potentially very difficult, and
we do not yet know how robust different methods are to errors in the underlying sequence
alignment.
Unfortunately, the multiple sequence alignment problem is one of the most difficult
components of the procedure, and indeed may be computationally one of the most complex problems in computational biology. It is often assumed that the correct evolutionary
tree for the sequences is given in advance, but as we have seen tree reconstruction often
requires an alignment and hence this is a sometimes problematic assumption. Consequently, methods have been developed which reconstruct trees and a multiple sequence
alignment simultaneously (see Hein’s method [37]), but these methods are not known to
optimize any objective criterion. If a tree is known for the sequences, then a “tree alignment” is the objective, where a tree alignment is a multiple alignment which is defined
as the extension of the induced pairwise alignments indicated by the edges of the tree;
hence every node of the tree is labelled by a sequence. This problem was introduced
by Sankoff in [96]. Sankoff presented an exponential time algorithm for obtaining an
optimal tree alignment on a fixed tree in [96], and the problem was later shown to be
NP-hard [52]. Later it was shown to be approximable, and even to admit a PTAS if the
degree of the tree is bounded [99, 100]. Unfortunately, the approximation algorithms are
potentially not useful for tree reconstruction purposes (the 2-approximation is probably
not good enough, and the PTAS is surely too slow). Thus, this specific problem remains
a bottleneck for some tree reconstruction problems.

8

Further reading

We strongly recommend that interested readers see the very interesting surveys that
have been written by Felsenstein [57, 30] and Swofford et al. [102]. Experimental studies
are particularly illuminative and present evidence about performance that is not readily
obtainable through analytical techniques. Of the few experimental studies of large data
sets, some [101, 61] have been discouraging about the predicted performance of standard
distance methods on large trees, although others [129] find that methods are capable of
accurate reconstructions of large trees from sequences that are long but not astronomical.
Many experimental papers have examined smaller trees; for example Huelsenbeck has
written very interesting papers exploring the parameter space for four-taxon trees quite
thoroughly [95], while others have examined larger trees [62, 63, 122].
The material on classical methods for distance-based reconstruction is obtained from
[11], which is a rich source of theorems and citations into the theoretical literature in
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numerical taxonomy.
New and interesting algorithms for tree reconstruction are being developed by various
theoretical computer scientists, especially in the areas of consensus tree reconstruction,
which we have explicitly avoided discussing. It is a rich area in its own right. An entry into
those interesting questions can be obtained in [1, 2, 12, 16, 21, 25, 28, 29, 66, 40, 43, 128,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 51, 53, 106, 10, 91, 54]. There are many new algorithms being developed
by the theoretical computer science community which may not be as immediately useful,
but which are very interesting in their own right. For example, “bounded imperfection
parsimony” has been addressed by Fernandez-Baca and Lagergren [31], and problems for
tree reconstruction based upon partial orders on pairwise distances has been considered
[39, 42, 41].
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